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[Fuel Economy in itself is a vast subject to deal. Everything done in this field appears to be little, remaining lots of things to do. 

Thus it’s a never ending target to practice. In this topic I have mainly targeted to tie up the approach of maintenance and 

modifications in Diesel Locomotives to attain fuel economy. I have started with the fundamentals of engine working to generate 

ideas for understanding design developments of engine and its components. I have approached solving maintenance problems 

by analyzing load box test result as a diagnostic tool. Implementation of modifications in engine and vehicle design has also 

been briefed, connecting their effects towards fuel economy. The facts and figures given have been taken from RDSO, DLW or 

maintenance depot. Besides the technological aspects guidelines have been given for proper driving technique and other 

aspects of operations for attaining fuel efficiency]  

Key Words:  

Load Box Test: A test for checking performance and capability of engine by simulating rated working condition of the engine in a 

static locomotive. 

Adiabatic: A thermodynamic process in which no heat exchange takes place 

INTRODUCTION 

The fuel on discussion is Diesel Oil, a petroleum based fuel, and whose under earth reservoir is 

exhausting fast with the growing industrialization. In addition, the alarming fuel price has made it 

obligatory to foster every possible means of saving fuel. Scientists and Engineers are working incessantly 

in this field to explore every possible means of economizing fuel consumption. Use of alternative fuel is 

one of the major steps in this direction. In the field of automobiles lot of alternative sources of fuel has 

been experimented like use of bio-diesel, hydrogen fuel cars, compressed air and water powered cars 

etc. Since economy rating of their application has not yet proven to be better, so none of them could be 

the right substitute of petro-fuel till date. In railways also lot of works has been done, use of biodiesel (5 

to 20% blending of bio-diesel with petro diesel) has been experimented and got good result. In addition, 

research works are in progress to develop hydrogen fuelled engine and Hydrogen based Fuel cell 

powered engine for locomotive application. So far we have not been able to find right substitute of 

petro fuel. As on date the latest technologies of our locomotive engine is able to convert only 40% of the 

fuel energy into useful work at crankshaft, keeping ample scope for further improvement. So, we have 

many a things to do in the existing technology for betterment of fuel economy. In this topic, I have tried 

to deal with design, maintenance and development aspects of Engine and vehicle (car body) system of 

diesel locomotive and also briefed on driving technique and other aspects of locomotive operation 

related to fuel efficiency. 

Measuring of Fuel Economy:   

Fuel Economy is measured in terms of SFC (specific fuel consumption). It is the amount of fuel consumed 

per unit work of done. In Indian Railways SFC is measured both for the engine and the train to assess the 

performance of the engine as well as the total formation of train. It is obvious that lower the SFC better 

is the Fuel Economy. 

The unit of SFC for Engine is [(Gms/BHP)/hour] = Gms/ BHP.hour [Here quantity of fuel is measured in 

Gms and work done in BHP.hour]. The present figure of SFC of a fuel efficient ALCO engine ranges from 

154 gms/bhp.hr to 156 gms/bhp.hr and 151gms/bhp.hr in case of GM engine. 



For checking Fuel efficiency in train operation unit of SFC used is in Litres/ 1000 GTKM [Quantity of Fuel 

used is measured in Litres and work done in 1000 GTKM].The average figure ranges from 4 to 4.5 litres/ 

1000GTKMfor passenger train and for goods train it is2.25 to 2.75 litres/ 1000GTKM . 

Fuel: In diesel locomotives the Fuel used is HSD oil (High Speed Diesel Oil). Technical specification of HSD 

oil as per IS 1460: 2000 (amendment -1) is given below: 

Characteristics Value 

Cetane No (min) 51 

Kinetic viscosity, cst,at 40°C 2.0 to 4.5 

Flash Point, (Pensky Martens) 66°C (min) 

Pour point, Max Winter 3°C, Summer 15°C 

  Being a volatile fluid care must be taken for its storage and handling losses. Preferably, use of 

underground tank for storage and mechanised handling device (pump) for filling fuel in the locomotive 

will save handling losses. Obviously proper accountal of fuel and pilferage protection is also essential. 

Engine: While discussing fuel economy, it is desired to be started with the fundamentals of engine. 

Thermodynamically engine is a device that converts heat energy into mechanical energy. An IC engine 

conducts combustion of fuel for generation of heat and then converts it into mechanical energy, within 

itself. For this, engine has a combustion chamber consisting of three basic components like cylinder, 

head and piston. Piston is connected with the crankshaft which converts reciprocal motion of piston into 

rotational motion, wherefrom output of the engine is obtained for useful work. An engine produces 

energy with the repetitive work cycles. Each work-cycle requires executing certain functions, they are 

Suction (entry of air into engine), compression (an adiabatic process developing ignition temperature), 

Injection (entering fuel into combustion chamber in atomized form), expansion (adiabatic process of 

converting heat into mechanical work) and exhaust (to expel out burnt gases). For execution of these 

functions piston moves up and down inside the cylinder, called stroke (it is the movement of piston 

between two extremities i.e. from TDC to BDC or BDC to TDC). One revolution of crankshaft forms 2 

strokes. Some engines complete its work cycle in 2 strokes, called 2-stroke engine and that completes in 

4 strokes is called 4-stroke engine. Both types of engines are having their own merits and demerits. In 

Indian Railways the GM locomotives are having 2-stroke and ALCO locomotives are having 4-stroke 

engines.   

The output of an engine is cultured at various stages; the highest output is IHP which is measured at 

combustion chamber through indicator diagram. The power of engine at crankshaft is BHP; this is the 

physical output of an engine for doing the useful works. Similarly for Railway application; power 

available for traction is called THP, power available at wheel /Rail is RHP, Final power available at 

drawbar is dbHP. It may be noted that there is drop of HP at every subsequent stage which must be 

considered and looked into to minimize the losses, to attain fuel economy. 

This part on discussion will be about diesel engine and culturing of its IHP [IHP = PLAN/ constant, where 

P is the mean effective pressure which is equal to the work area produced by a work cycle (measured 

through indicator diagram) divided by swept volume, L is the length of stroke and A is the cross 

sectional area of cylinder bore, N is the RPM of engine. L, A & N are fixed and defined for a particular 

type of engine but P depends upon the performance of the engine]. The thermodynamic work cycle of a 



dual combustion cycle consists of two adiabatic processes (compression & expansion), heat addition 

partly at constant volume and partly at constant pressure and heat rejection at constant volume. Thus 

the area enclosed by this loop gives the work output per cycle, the more the area of the loop the more is 

the work output per cycle. Besides the positive work loop there is a negative work loop also which 

consumes energy during suction and exhaust. Hence for resultant benefit, emphasis should be to 

increase the area of positive work loop and reduce the area of negative work loop.  

In  +ve work-loop of dual combustion cycle, for better effect of adiabatic processes (compression & 

expansion) time for heat transfer is minimized by making the engine to run at higher rpm. Heat addition 

takes place, partly at const volume and partly at constant pressure. This requires two parameters to 

deal. First part is the quantity of heat produced, which depends upon the quality of combustion, 

attained by right quantity of fuel injection in right time as well as ensuring adequacy of air for 

combustion by suitably designing valve timing and efficient supercharging. Second part is the style of 

combustion, which decides the distribution of heat i.e. how much to be added at const volume and how 

much at const pressure (controlled by combustion process/ combustion delay). It is governed by the 

delay period and the quantity of fuel accumulated during delay period. Hence all factors governing delay 

period of combustion, injection timing and rate of injection will decide the shape and size of the 

indicator diagram. It’s fact that if all other parameters remain same, an engine operated in otto cycle is 

more efficient than that of diesel cycle. That is, if more amount of heat can be added at constant volume 

the dual combustion cycle will work more efficiently. In fuel efficient engine it is maintained by 

modifying valve and injection timing as well as by increasing pump diameter and engine RPM. 

 

Reduction in the area of negative loop increases resultant out put of IHP, attained through 

supercharging of intake air and judicially managing the opening and closing period of valves. 

Locomotive Engine  

The diesel engine of our locomotive is a multi-cylinder (16 cylinder) V shaped engine which produces 

eight different levels of power at eight different notches set through throttle handle. Certain things are 

defined for the engine to make it fuel efficient; they are notch wise HP, RPM, fuel schedule and booster 

air pressure (charge air pressure for engine intake system). Demand of HP from the engine is decided by 

traction and auxiliary load. Production of HP is a factor of engine RPM and torque (load on engine). 

Because of electric transmission in our locomotive, a generator is mounted on crankshaft to convert 

mechanical energy into electrical energy for traction purpose. Hence load on engine is decided by the 

generator field excitation, controlled through excitation system. Engine RPM and Fuel schedule is 
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maintained by Engine Gov. Booster air pressure is a factor of turbo performance and charge air system. 

If for any reason engine RPM bogs down for excess load, governor will first correct it by increasing fuel 

and if it exceeds the defined fuel schedule it will then reduce field excitation of gen (i.e. reduction of 

traction load)by moving LCR (load control rheostat) towards less excitation. Engine control system in 

association with Governor always try to maintain the defined values of the engine for maintaining fuel 

economy. If for any reason booster pressure does not reach the defined value, governor controls the 

fuel quantity according to available booster air pressure, so that no fuel should go unburnt for want of 

air. In the latest locomotives the microprocessor based engine control system works with more accuracy 

to attain fuel efficiency. 

In electrical transmission, the engine and propulsion control can maneuver the demand of torque and 

speed quite effectively to maintain the demand of constant HP from the engine at a specific notch, 

which is needed for Fuel efficiency. AC-AC transmission with microprocessor controlled engine and 

propulsion system is the latest in this field which has contributed significantly on Fuel Efficiency besides 

other advantages. In GM locomotive AC-AC transmission is in use and in ALCO locomotive it is yet to 

adopt and continuing with AC-DC transmission. 

Maintenance 

The first stage of maintenance in fuel economy is to arrest any external leakages, as it contributes 

heavily on fuel economy. There after to find problem with the engine, load box test is conducted.  In 

which a set of static resistance is connected across the Generator after disconnecting it from Traction 

Motors, to provide load to the engine in static condition. Thus rated working of the engine is simulated 

in static condition at rated load. Output of the engine is measured as output of generator in terms of 

Voltage and Current across the resistance and HP calculation is made as under: 

HP= (VxI)/ 746xGen η = (VxI)/700 

 

The Interpretation of Load Box result for diagnosing problem is given below: 

 

 

The sequential steps of corrective action according to the load-box result are given below: 

Low Booster Air Pressure/ Defective Charge Air System 

 



Thus correction on the above mentioned direction will improve booster air pressure and in turn HP and 

ultimately the Fuel Efficiency. The effect of chocked inlet and exhaust gas leakage on full load 

performance of the engine on engine test bed at RDSO is tabled below: 

Parameter No leakage  More leakage More leakage and 175 mm choke at air intake 

Gas pressure at turbine inlet (mm Hg-g) 1060 955 690 

Vacuum at compressor air intake (m bar) 38 64 221 

Air manifold pressure (bar-g) 1.55 1.41 0.96 

Corrected BSFC (gms/bhp.hr) 154.84 156.61 164.33 

Exhaust temp at turbine inlet (°C) 479 494 618 

 

Engine Less Loaded: Due to poor loading sometimes the engine can not work at its full capacity. This 

happens due to defective excitation control system and wrong setting of engine governor load control 

mechanism. Hence they should be corrected accordingly. 

Weak Engine 

The reason of weak engine and sequential steps for its corrective action are tabulated below: 

 

Modification 

Developments in engine design and its components and its contribution on fuel efficiency are described 

below: 

� Application of Fuel Efficient Kit has reduced SFC from 166.7 to 156 gms/bhp.hr. It consists of: 

• 17mm FIP with modified FP lifter [higher rate of injection has improved work cycle efficiency] 

• High efficiency TSC with larger After Cooler and modified water connection has improved 

availability of intake air with higher booster air pressure and density, which in turn perfects 

combustion and improves fuel efficiency. 

• Modified cam shaft with 140° valve overlap, ensures more effective volumetric density of fresh 

air inside combustion chamber for combustion. 



• Steel cap Piston, to sustain extra stress developed due to increased peak firing pressure in fuel 

efficient work cycle (modified P-V diagram). 

� Use of high performance and high capacity turbo supercharger: Turbo is the major contributor 

for improving fuel efficiency and power upgradation of the engine. In diesel locomotives, 

different types of turbo have been used. The latest used turbos in diesel locomotives of Indian 

Railways are as under: 

                                               
 

The evoluation of TSCs and their performance appraisal is tabulated below: 

 

 

� Improved After Cooler: After Cooler improves the density of supercharged air, which in turn 

improves the volumetric efficiency of intake air and thus fuel efficiency. The chart below 

represents the comparative statement of after cooler used in Diesel Locomotives: 

 

Time Period 1960-90 1990-95 1995-2000 2001 

Technology wise 
classification of Turbo 
Charger 

Conventional High Efficiency Twin Discharge New Generation 

Turbo models used by 
RDSO 

ALCO 720A Napier-NA295 

ABB-VTC-304 

GE 7S1716 HS5800NGT 

ABB TPL-61RR 

Turbo Overall Effeciency 50% 62% 64% 70% 

Rated power SFC 
gm/BHP.Hr 

168 156 154 151 

Exhaust Gas Temperature 600 ° C 580° C 500° C 500° C 

Frequency of Maintenance 6 Months 2-3 Years 6 Years 3-6 Years 

Salient Features Bearing 
Interference fit. 
Thrust on Hot Side 

Bearing Sliding Fit. 
Floating bush. 
Thrust on cold side 

Bearing Sliding Fit. 
Thrust on both 
Sides. 

Bearing Sliding Fit. 
Thrust on both Sides. No 
Water cooling. 



 
� Improved piston and piston rings 

GE Super bowl steel cap piston is essential for fuel efficient upgraded engine to sustain stress of 

higher peak firing pressure and for better swirling effect of intake air, giving better combustion 

effect and hence better fuel efficiency. 

 

Piston rings: Interface between piston and liner is made through piston rings. The role of piston 

ring is to seal the combustion chamber (compression rings) and to scrap down the excess oil 

from liner walls after lubrication. In fuel efficient rings sharp corners of topmost ring has been 

rounded of to reduce scuffing action on liner, In turn it affects both in fuel efficiency and 

reducing lube oil consumption. Presently, both 5 ring combinations (Three compression and two 

oil scrapper rings) and 3 ring combinations (Two compression and one oil scrapper ring) are in 

use. The modifications carried out in this direction are tabulated below: 

 

� 251+ cylinder head with 30° inlet valve with rounded neck 

In a fuel efficient and uprated engine the peak firing pressure and thermal loading has been 

increased, the modified 251+ cylinder has taken care of the above factors. The modification has 

improved the reliability and reduced the weight also.  30° inlet valve with rounded neck has 

improved the flow rate of intake air and thus has improved the volumetric efficiency and in turn 

the fuel efficiency. 



 

� Double helix plunger FIP 

Earlier single helix plunger controlled quantity of injection by shifting point of termination. 

Double helix facilitates control in injection both at start and finish and hence improves efficiency 

at lower notches also. 

  
� Stiffer Unit cam shaft 

Modified cam angle and strengthened dimension has made it reliable against increased 

pumping load and capable of enhancing pumping rate and scavenging period of a fuel efficient 

and upgraded engine. 

 

 

� Multi grade oil 

Due to low viscosity gradient maintains required viscosity at elevated temperature, hence 

perfects lubricity at all temperature. Because of lesser viscosity at low temperature as compared 

to monograde oil, maintain better fuel efficiency and lubricating efficiency over operating duty 

cycle. 

 

 

Base circle dia of Fuel cam: 112.116 mm vs 82.75 mm 

Base cicle dia of air/ exh cam: 118.32 vs 80.12 mm 



Vehicle Design 

The role of vehicle design and its maintenance is equally important towards fuel economy. The basic 

part of design and its maintenance is to reduce the resistances offered during run. Amongst the 

resistances offered the significant being the air resistance which increases in square multiple of its 

velocity. This can be achieved by providing suitable aerodynamic front profile. Similarly the rolling 

resistance, which is governed by the multiple factors like bearing, bogie design, brake bindings etc., can 

be taken care by proper maintenance and improved design. The chart below gives the guidelines in that 

direction:   

 

Driving Technique 

All the efforts on technical upgradation will contribute a little if proper driving technique is not followed. 

The following guidelines on driving technique can help in attaining better fuel efficiency: 

• QUICKLY REACHING CRUISING SPEED (quick notch-up to accelerate and set notch according to 

booked speed) 

• ROUTE KNOWLEDGE (proper route knowledge is essential for a driver to avoid frequent notch 

changing and application of brake) 

• FREQUENT NOTCH CHANGING NOT DESIRED 

• MIN USE OF BRAKE TO CONTROL SPEED 

• USE OF DYNAMIC BRAKE TO THE MAX EXTENT (While braking is required)  

Note: In pneumatic braking, compressed air is consumed for brake application which is produced by air 

compressor by consuming power from the engine. Where as in dynamic braking the traction motors 

which provides tractive force to the wheel are converted to work as generator and consumes rotational 

motion of wheel and thus brake is applied without any consumption of power from engine. In the latest 

technology, the blended brake mechanism of computer controlled brake system in GM loco,  on 

application of pneumatic brake by driver  the computer records the required braking effort and apply 



dynamic brake first and remainder through pneumatic brake . Thus it automatically meets the 

requirement of fuel economy. 

 Other Factors 

Other departments of Railways can also contribute fuel economy by improving train operation as 

expressed below. 

 

Conclusion 

So far we have been able to attain only 38% to 40% of the calorific value of fuel to convert into 

equivalent energy into BHP at crankshaft in the fuel efficient engine of our locomotives. With the 

advancement of technology we have certainly achieved success. But still there are many a miles to go 

and what is needed is to set our mission and work with complete dedication to reach the goal.  
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